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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Club Concerned About Conservation

D:_,~ 3~

Sandia Grotto Brings Spelunkers Together
Staff WJiter
By PAT l\lcCRAW
The Sandia Grotto, a UNM
club, brings together people who
share an enjoyment of exploring
caves (spelunking).
Conservation is the pass word
among spelunkers. Club members
feel that cave beauty should be
enjoyed and remembered, not destroyed or taken home for a mantle piece. Cavers want the beauty
of the cave formations to remain
for the cavers who might follow.
Vandalism is a major problem,
said John McLean, an experienced
caver. Irrepairable damage is
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there.' That's why I cave, because
the cave is there."
The spelunkers are continually
on the lookout for "leads or prospects of caves. If they see a cave,
no matter where they are or what
they are doing, they will drop
everything to "checkout the lead"
to see if it "goes" or to see if it
leads into an intf:restiug cave.
If the cave "goes," the spelunker spends at least five hours exploring the cave. The average tri11
usually lasts about ten hours~

The spelunker carries three
things in the cave. He has a hard
hat which has a carbide lamp on
it; a canteen filled with water;
and a small pack which contains
two other independent sources of
light, and some food.
Slides and pictures of the latest
spelunking trips are shown at
the Grotto meetings. Trip reports
are also given,
The Grotto has a tradition of
serving stew to its members on
one of the nights of its outing.

(Continued from page 3)
there were lawyers working on
the suspensions he did not have
any planned retaliation at present.
An NROTC men, identified by a
patch as "Smith," asked simply,
"What were you doing out there?
You were demonstrating against
my :r:ight to be in NROTC or the
Navy," he answered bimself.
"I can't give my opinion of the
VietNam war while I am in uniform, but if it wasn't for the
NROTG program I couldn't attend
UNM," Smith said.
The next speaker reminded the
gathering that they were still tryiug to determine if due process
bad been used in the suspensions.
Thi~. happened several times, but
each time the discussion would
drift back to the merits of the
action of the demonstrators.
Humor ran high throughout the
meeting and was highlighted in
the eyes of the gathering when
they roared with laughter when
one person described Wright as
"the Hubert H. Humphrey of
UNM."
Earlier, Smith, who was participating with NROTC when the
demonstration took place, said,
"I though the most impressive
part of the demonstration was
when one of the demonstrators
had an epileptie fit."

FREE lOc DRINK

FOUR SEASONS APTS. h"" a 2-bdrm apt. •
available. 120 Cornell BE. Call 242-0148.
FOR SALE
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. Best offer over
$375. N~ minor body work. Ed Red·
dig Enco Station across irom Bataan
HospitaL
1966 SUZUKI TRAIL. $225. CaD 255-1997
after 6 p.m.
GOOce INDIAN Single 1958. 500ce .AJS
Single 1956. Best oll'6-ll5 D Harvard
SE before 4 p.m.
LIKE NEW Concord 700 Stereo Tape Recorder. Beautiful wood cabinet & speakers. $150. Call 277-2377.
35 MM SLR. Mamjya.Secor's Tower 37
with 55 mm normal & 35 mm wide angle
len.!. J ""t cheeked by top L.A. specialist.
$100. Stephan Part, 1612 Gold SE, Apt.
2, or message at Art Dept..
·
FADED BLUE '55 Chevy, 4-door. V-8,
Radio, Heater. Asking $250. Come by
Lobo office, don't caD. Ask for Burton,
1967 GREEN TRIUMPH Spitfire. $1345.
Engine in exc:eDent shape; 24 m.l).g. in
town. Call 299-9161.
WHY PAY RENT when for only $850.
down & low monthly payments you can
have the pride of home ownenihlp, build
an equity, and have tax relief. See this
channing .2 bd rm, w/formal dining
room & large living rooin w/ftreplnce, 2
patios, part. baSement, garage, central
forced air, hardwood floon. Close to N<>b
Hill. Call Sam Cooper 265·8571; evenings
842-8280. Calrd Norris Reall;y.
MISCELLANEOUS
GO TO THE Lobo, Hiland, Cinema East,
K1mo, State, Sunshine 'l'lieatres !or Jess.
Discount cards available at NSA office
or SUB ticket booth.
WANTED: Portable tape recorder and
tapes, for class lectures. Cheap ($) but
sturdy, Call 268-2139 evenings or come
by LOBO office. J, M!Joglnv.
RUSH AVIATION CENTER. InatmmentCommerclal·Privatc
Ground
School
classes. Call 256·3766 or 298-1978.
"PARRY, NOON AND NIGHT is a shocking p]ay1 even for me, and I'm not
ensill' shocked. But I've !cit a. growing
sense of commitment t.o ih truth_
strcilgth, originality and craftsmllnBhip
and 1 look forward to understanding
what its al labout by opening night."Crawrord MacCallum, Old Town Studio.
Box Otnc" 242-4602. Performances November 1·3., 7·10 ut 8:00,
PERSONALS
EI,lZABl!:TH ClL'I.PMAN'S :1',.15 immodest
olothes at modmt prices.
SERVICES
TYPlNG. Arc you "bugged" by spclllng
an~ punctuat1on 1 PhoM 242..064~.
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Can Son of Dirt Farmer
'

Henry's 18c Hamburgers

FOR RENT
APT. FOR RENT-$75 plus utilities. Good
condition .. Living rm, Kitchen, 1 bedrm
and bath. 242-9068, 243-6107, 298-0113
01' see at 131 &rvard SE Apt. 3, mornings.
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and to practice first aid. Also,
inexperienced cavers are taught
proper caving and climbing techniqucs.
Novices are also told to keep
looking back so they can easily
identify the route they came down
when they want to go back up to
the surface.
Some of the Grotto spelunkers
were asked why they ex·plored
caves. Pete Manly said, "I'll answer that by a quote: 'because it's

Opinions Differ
On ·Suspensions

Want Ads

.. /·• I

done to caves every year. The result is that spelunkers are reluctant to disclose ·cave locations,
1\'IcLean added.
Personal safety is stressed by
the Grotto. Cavers never take unnecessary chances. No matter how
small the entranee or how steep
the climb, the1·e is always time
to make sure that there will be
safe footholds and handholds.
The Grotto takes regular trips
to ·practice cave rescue techniques

3 7~~ 7'lf
UYi 30J

----

Wallace Suppo!7Jei"s ~fJSV(,~rAffirmatively

MONTGOMERY, ALA. (UPIF-One of George 0. WaUaee's. early ea,m- \' ·o~her ¢al1-didates ·diq;~!,)t have. He had to go :hrough complicated procepaign news releases rai~ed the .c!ite$tion, "C~n the so~ of an ~bama dil.'t \,,·1~~r~s 'to ~et .t,P~))~llot~ of each of· the 50 states and he had to financ~ a
farmer who drove a taxicab and a dump truck and Waited on tables to help- ., na.t~onai~.t.ampalgn'wtthout recourse to the sources that feed the campaign
work his way through colleg{be elected President:~£ 4~~ ,''Q'rqted\Sta,tes ~,,
tJ:~asntie:s qf th~ Democrats a~d Republ~cans.
The Wallace news rele~e did not hesita,~,~~'insw~r:~~.rq,u~~pn_,, , ,:.;n.(l ~ceoJ.Jullished the first gqal with the help of a group of Alabama
affirmatively.
,;
·"". __ ~~:--\
· ~ '-~::~ ~~,,I~#eri!'artd politiciansw;tw visited every state to get him on the ballot.
·Though various polls ind political surveys;!!!tlicate the 1968 answer will
Some st;;~.tes were easy, requirin8' only 1,000 petition signatures. Others
be otherwise, Wallace'~ campaign has (!ome-a' lot farther than many bewere hard, like California where 67,000 ha:d to change their registration to
- :~
,-~
the American Independ~nt Party. In a three week drive tn California, Wallieved possible when it ..,Yas launched.
Written off as a "sPoiler'' when he 'ftrat; declared his,candidacy last
lace got 107,000. .
·
February, Wallace has '·mounted the mosF- potent third party effort since
His campaign has been financed by a steady stream of small contributiona pouring into hi~ .headquarters py mail from all over the country.
Theodore Roosevelt's Bull~oose Party of 1912.
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BIG HENRY
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Across from Campus
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UNM Photo by MciC3ki

Sandia grotto

A Sandia Grotto member is
climbing down the keyhole enroute to a parallel passage in
Cottonwood Cave while two other members furnish him with the
light of their carbide lamps.

KUNM Offers

$3

1/3 OFF

POSTERS

25% OFF

Throughout Presidential

<(Jt,e CBo 9/cee

NUMBER

106153

YOUTH IDENTIFICATION CARD·
NAMI~-------------------AG;~E----

HEIGHT_ _ _ WT----- COLOR EYEs,_ __
COLOR

If you think there's no
action for Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers
in the great Southwest ...
you haven't talked to .••

Efl PIS@ ELECTRIC
COIIPIIV

@.

You'll never find a more excitingly progressive, fasr-growing, opportunity"filled
area than tlie Southwest! A career with
El . Paso Electric Company offers you a
ch<p1ce to grow, mth new ideas, new
e9.wpment, tremendous company expanSlon every year!
Arrange with the placement office to talk
with our engineering representatives who
will be on campus
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1968
An EQual Opportunity J!:mployer

ISSUED

HAl~'-----

EXP. DATe:.__ _ _ __

BY.:...·-------------

CARD HOLDER'S SIGNATUR"'-----~---

We'll send you a youth fare
card. It's good for 1/3 off on the
regular. air-fare. On any flight.
On any day. In the U.S. And
always with confirmed reservations.
By the way, our I. D. card is
accepted by most other airlines.
And it's valid for one year. So
you can use it all over the
country.
You can get your youth fare
card just by filling in the one
above. And mailing it to P. 0.
Box 60188, Houston, Tex. 77060.
(Or you can pick up an applica~
tionatanyTTA ticket counter)
One other thing. Don't forget
the $3. It's worth a 1/3 off.

*l~a

/Campaign Costs

Wallace says his candidacy has already hachi. beneficial effect, by forcing
Until recently, Wallace and his aides r.efused to say how much money has
the Democrats and Republicans to take stronger stands on law and order.
been received or spent, but the former Alabama governor has been traveling
"I used to say there wasil.'t a dime's worth of difference between them,". steadily for months and ha& purchased network television time.
he tells his audiences. "Now there isn't a-oime's worth of differeriee be-Though Wallace primarily 'rode the issue of "law and order" during his
tween some of the things they say and what I say."
campaign, he has also staked out positions on other matters.
The fanner Alabama governor exults over, the fact that his oppon~nts ·" -He is for "a mi~itary vic;tory with conventional weapons" if VietNam
started off trying to ignore him but haVe increasingly found Wnecessary to
peace nogotiations faiL./ .
·.
. ·
attack him. He feels this is :a~ indi~t~~;~~ is hurting the?I:
.
.. _;·_ , ,~He: favors incr~ased Social Security benefits and improved Medicare
Whether Wallace really beheves he:wpfcwm or whether h1s campaign. .1s
p;rogra'Jlls.. .. .
.
a wannup for 1972 is giffi~tilt.;,t9 pin 'dQ,~tl~ He sometimes tells aud~~~ces~"" ~,.-;-'"Ite wciuld seek repeal of the Open Housing Law and would eliminate
"We're going to win,"(ib;ut·mC?.re lo~t~~ ,9,~;'daims only that "w~ have an ';goovernn:um.t interference iwth local schools. .· · . . : ,
excellent chance of winb.ing,1' :. 1>1'\, · >" / :)
• ;
Encourages Industry
\\ \' ·1\f_,~~irt~nt'Will Live
'.
-He wj,i.Ud'eiicoursge·.,~\ll:lU.st.r.ies ~ buildr~lant.s in !'ural areas to lure
In a recent interview~W!l;tli~ima~n~~)ng that ~e e~ected to win, ~e con./ people~f'ay from the cro~q¢d t!.i.~ies. ._· ·. . · .) 1;') •
..,_
fided that "if I didn't WI~ 'p{ob11bly ~hp14 8'? back mto law practice for
<i~~~ '\Y~IY!1_urg~ t~~t;>fann -Spp~ort prices 1 ~;r~tsed to 100 per cent. of
awhile, but I'm sure our mi:l~~~~~~ ~~Y ,¥lliye.~·
.
.
~tY' and:-woul.d-hmtt fann -~~~~~~Ies .~ prev;et1t giant fanns from haVIng
•
•
Wallace is vague when he\p..~.~~ut~'t~e.tu~ure of hts Atnencan In?e- t1).nadvan?J:te~y~t:t~e.spt/all~f.llp~r~ . ,. • 1:
pendent Party but says he dby.~ts"tt wtU survtve pennanently as a third :·l -Ee.w6)114~PJ:O{tlb]_tJ~d~ral mtrustotl.)nt~ t)ie affatrs of labor orgamzaparty.
' . .
'\}"L
1"
~·
. / tions in}lj~ftri~t~r-of seniority~~~ appi~ntic~ lists. He would oppose comAs to whether It Will offer candicla~es fm:):pther national or local offices m
pt,~lsozyat'bltta~Ton. : .· .· · ·.. · '!.' : \.
. . . .·· '
the future, Wallace says this is up tb"'the ~tty members in the various
_,~~ss~~o-,pr<wid(l ~uli;etnplotyne~t; he would provide a public
state organizations.
~-=-, •"•\ '· \'' , .
worlCS~P,iO~a~~:)tssurinJ,-\<),~'yer, tim~ t~ese programs .be needful ~nd
Two Problems ~·). ·.·
product\~e and tltat the partteip~rtts .en~~~ m labor benefictal to the nation
When Wallace began his campaign he was fa~ with two problems the
and its ~no!DY:'~li~:ths.ut;hecoming'.\Vtl.rds of the government and the
•
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With this Ad

2218 Central S.E.
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WE'LL SEND YOU

Live Broadcast
A live program dealing with
the suspension of three UNM students is scheduled for. broadcast
over KUNM at '1 p.m. Thursday.
The suspended students will be
on tl).e program, narrated by Ron
Bell. Members of the administration have been invited to participate in the program, and Vice
President of Student Affairs
Harold Lavender was asked to
attend.
Listeners to the program are
invited to call in during the
broadcast.

YOU SEND US

BeneficlalEft'oJ'J,

Contesf.<<~_.,
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Consistency Ma?l<s Wallace Carllj}aign Policy
By STEVE LaPRADE
Staff Writer
George C. Wallace, third party candidate for
president, has repeated his policy statements over
and over in his set campaign speech adapting only
the presentation to the audience.
Law and order is probably the biggest issue for
Wallace. The New York Times said "the Wallace
campaign" has "the cop vote."
The fonner Alabama governor has said, "We've
tried all the sissy-britches way, now we ought to
try enforcin' the law."
"I don't see how the police restrain themselves
as much as they do. If they could run this country
for about two years they'd straighten it out."
Law and Order
Wallace has connected raee relations with law
and order. "I say have some honesty about race
relations and enforce the law. Don't let law and
order break down because when la'?" and order
breaks down with a few people of one race and
they show that on television, that makes people in
the country think that all people of that race are
involved in it, which is certainly untrue."
Race relations and the Supreme Court are two
more of his major issues. "You've got 535 big-talking members of Congress, and only six of them
have got tlteir children in the public schools of

Washington-and yet they tell us how to run our
schools."
Criticizes Supreme Collrl .
In Albany, Georgia, he accused the Republican
Party of putting Chief Justice Earl Warren on the
Supreme Court in return for. the court's 1954 decision outlawing school ~egregatiott.;"\Varren. was
placed on the court with the idea that he rwould.
render that decision." t . :
•
.·
.
. •
In Daytona Beach,' Florida, 'Wallaee said he·
would seek a constitutional amertdinent:trequiring·
that every federal,judge,.and Supreme .Court justice get Senate conimrtation'every!eight years.
Com~bn"Seiise.APoJ?roaehes ·.. : . ·. ·
"Common sen~e ;~p}i~a~hes' to ~ql\ie -problems
of the large cities". have al!!O'~'\lii, .~inpn;iS~ed. '
"They say that Wallace·ofMrs t'lifuple s61utions
• ·•·• ;;"i' :; ' ' : · .. · · ; ' •!' • :

to complex problems. Well, we've tried complex
solution to simple problems long enough. Maybe it
ia time for some simple solutions to complex problems/1
In Washington, D.C., he said, "We should offer
significant incentives, financial and otherwise to
business firms to expand rather than relocate their
factories in rural areas."
Return To Environment
Wallace said this would give work to persons
who are still in the country and let many now in
the cities "return to their environment, thus relievirtg much of the pressure now existing in the
larger urban areas!'
The third party candidate also has strong feelings about Viet Nam and anti-war protestors. <-;;,
any demonstrator ever lays down in front of my
car, it'll be the last car he'll ever lay down in
i<!Wii.i!e:tiiiMB!1!1ii&L&&&::U.SU&U&amJmlillflzlillqii!R- .·• .. .
front of."
~
·' ' '· · ' '
As far as the war itself goes, "Let the Joint
Chiefs win the war in Viet Nam. There is no
·~
'. · ·.
. .·
substitute for victory."
[~ General LeMay --·-----·--,-~--~-L~ ... ~.,.pg. 3
·. ·
, Foreign Policy
~ N
B•I
i ."/ 1 ' 3 , When he wM asked about his lack of experience
8
ews fie s ··----·---·--·-----C-~c .. J •••••••pg. ~ in fo~elgn poli~y.. Wallace replied, "Well, I ask you,
~d M
t s· • t
,. .':· ·1 ' . 1-'
4 ~ w..' ~at ad H1~ R~pu.blicans a.nd the Democrats know
., enace o ocle Y --·------~-~~.~.• ~•• ,,,.pg. ~ \'abO.ut it? l'hey've been in charge of the GovernWallace Biography -----~~-~--~~~:Jt_pg.
'wdnt for):he last 5o years and we've had four
/-~~:....,"' '' l. ·. ••. >~:::;-,
(Continued on page 8)
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LeMay Makes First Political Venture

'

~ il '

1- '
·~ '

By United Press International
Curtis Emerson LeMay, a fourstar general when he retired from
the Air Force after 35 years of
service, is today in the unaccustomed position of taking orders
from a man who once served un.der him as a sergeant.
The ex-sergeant is George C.
Wall ace, head of the third party
ticket on which LeMay is vice
presidential candidate. Wallace
served in the 20th Air Force
while it was under LeMay's command in World War II.
This is LeMay's first venture
into politics. During his long service in uniform, he stuck strictly
to the code which holds that professional military officers should
avoid partisan political activity.
Military Training
LeMay was born Nov. 15, 1906,
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written, double

spaced~

N arne, tele-.

phone numl•er and address must be

:21·.·
.

included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

ADMINISTRATION
ACTED IN GOOD FAITH

ers as Ralph Boston should, however, indicate the growing
.-crisis in this country, alone, if not the UNM community.

The great controversy perpetrated or, at least, opened by
national weekly magazine Sports Illustrated, may have had
some bearing on the Black athletic issues. In some quarters,
the magazine's reporting was called unfair, not too unlike
the obvious flaws in some reporting of the Black stand in
Mexico City
But anti-patriotism is not all Black actions represented in
the Olympics or even in Montgomery, Alabama. Prejudiced
individuals, though they persist everywhere, will not likely
in this century come to a full understanding of what the
Black stand at Mexico City represented, or what the various
riots occuring in every part of the country will accomplish.
Certainly, the Black stand on this campus, as depicted below
in an un-solicited Bema column, presents the views of one,
and not all a minor, segment of opinion:
At the 1968 Olympics John Carlos and Tommie Smith won
points and prestige for the United States-a country that
has long denied Black people their rights as citizens, much
less as human beings. Unlike many Blacks who serve this
country, be it militarily or athletically, these men did not
allow their Blackness to be obscured by the temporary redwhite-and-blue hue of triumph. Instead, they remembered
whom they were and from what segment of America they
came.
After bringing honor to the U.S.A., they symbolically
sought to bring honor to Black people-a forgotten people in
a land of plenty. John Carlos wore a blaclt glove on his right
hand, symbolizing Black unity. Tommie Smith wore a black
glove on his left hand symbolizing the injustices perpetrated
on Black people. Both wore black socks without shoes, symbolizing the vast majority of Blacks in poverty.
However, these beautiful expressions of pride embarrassed
"''~the U.S.A. The U.S.A. is, of course, the model of justice-to. all and could not tolerate some 11uppity niggers'' exposing
this hypocrisy. After all, only a few Black people (about 22
million) are dissatisfied with the ~<strides" America has
made in race relations.
For most white Americans, Tommie Smith and John
Carlos had no right in dropping their red-white-and-blue
:facade before the glaring eyes of the world. (They could
have at least waited until they arrived back in the States.)
But the fact is, they refused to acknowledge even a cere;.
moniallie, and instead, they chose to remember Black people.
We, of the Black Student Union, fully support their action
and will always remember with Black pride and dignity
what they did in our name.

,
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The unfortunate position of sports copy on the editorial
page can at times persuade the reader that its import is of
but minor significance. The case of Tommie Smith, John
Carlos and even such passively resistant Black athletic lead-
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To The Editor:
In the discussion following
Tuesday night's "ad hoc" meeting of interested :faculty regarding the matter of due process in
disciplinary actions, many interpretations will develop.
One thing, however, must remain very clear. The result of the
vote which was taken does not
constitute censure of the administrators who made the original
decision to suspend the students
involved in the NROTC incident.
There can be no doubt that they
acted in good faith and with full
regard for the rights of the students. The matter in question involved interpretation of ambiguous policy regarding the most
appropriate procedure, and they
made a defensible choice on the
basis of their interpretation. (In
fact, that interpretation has been
supported by the university lawyers, so that legitimacy of the
choice has not been overruled on
legal grounds.)
The spirit in which the decision
was made seems defensible also,
in that every effort was made to
inform the students of their
rights. The provisions for appeal
were clearly identified, and arrangements were made for the
students to continue attending
class pending disposition of the
appeal.
These steps represented due
concern :for the welfare of the
students involved, and reflected
accurately the determination of
the administration to seek justice.
Indeed, colleagues who know the
deep concerns for justice and due
process on the part of the administrators involved, together with
their reputations in these matters,
could never seriously doubt that
their decision was reached with
full regard for all the rights of
the students to a fair hearing before nnal disposition of the case.
Since censure was neither justified nor implied by the vote of the
"ad hocf' group, what did it
mean? It meant, purely and
simply, that a number of :faculty
wished to go on record as supporting the liberal tradition of
UNM. They wished to request not
only that justice be sought, which
was already the case, but also
that every possible step be taken
to maintain the certainty of students that they can and will receive fair treatment at this institution.
The vote was taken in the interest of protecling and affirming
the bases for that certainty, and
not with the purpose of "second

guessing" the propriety or good
faith of a difficult decision.
Any attempt to relate the outcome of the vote to the merits of
the specific decision would be
erroneous and misleading, which
was a point of emphasis during
the discussion preceding the vote.
One can only hope that a clear
understanding of these matters
will help to maintain a positive
tone in the discussions dealing
with this complex issue.
Wayne Moellenberg
To The Editor:
I'd like to comment on last
Tuesday's demonstration and on
Pat Trujillo's cartoon about "doing your thing." Because the demonstration had been authorized as
a "watch-in," I think it should
have been a "watch-in" and not a
"sit-in." When the demonstrators
changed their tactics and moved
onto the field they lost the respect of some participants, the
administration, and a large part
of the student body.
Yet, at no time did the protestors interfere with the ROTC drill.
In :fact, some midshipmen invited
participants of the "watch-in" to
join in the relay races. Also, llS
stated in a "position papers on
students suspensions," "No one
was injured, no property was destroyed or harmed, no one was
threatened,. nothing was stolen,
and no one was harassed or intimidated."
·
For these reasons, the suspensions of three students are unfair. The punishment most certainly is not commensurate with
the "crime." In a recent demonstration at Berkeley, the sit-ins
were fined $125 and given 30-day
suspended sentences.
A year of education at UNM
for a resident student costs• about
$1300. This fine is obviously an
excessive punishment for what
happened. Furthermore, the suspensions could adversely effect
the students' draft status; and
taking this to its logical end,
could be equivalent to the death
sentence.
In reference to my second item
of comment, I think the "do your
thing'' hippie philsopby was distorted in a Lobo cartoon. A hippie
confronted a midshipman and the
caption read, "Sure we say 'do
your thing' baby, but only j£ you
think like us!" This impression of
intolerance is unfair because the
caption included only ha1f of the
ethic.
The "do your thing" philosophy
is conditional. Stated in :full, it
says "do your own thing as long
as you don't burt anyone else."

It implies that one should do
anything that is pleasurable but
does not bring pain to others: It
is a hedonistic philosophy qualified by social morality.
Now, some students maintain
that the demonstrators did not
allow the midshipmen to "do their
thing." And, in a way, they're
right. But when someone's thing
(one's main interest and source of
pleasure) is burning and ldlling
other people, I think it is safe to
assume that their thing is hurting other people, and thus their
action is a negation of the ethic.
This, in a comparative sense,
the demonstrators bring much
less pain the world (by protesting
NROTC) that the mishipmen.
Perhaps the hippies only intolerance is that they don't want to
see people burt.
John Russo
REASONABLE ALTERNATIVE
To The Editor:
In the Oct. 28 issue of the Lobo
Mr. James R. Piatt mentioned at
length his tiredness of "protestors, demonstrators ,and rabble"
who fail to offer "a reasonable
alternative that won't lead us to
anarchy."
'Further on in his letter he
charged that "peace-loving hypocrites" were destroying American

soldiers in Viet-Nam as surely as
if they were ":Pulling the trigger
of the gun aimed directly at their
hearts." I think that Mr. Piatt
is really tired of anyone who does
not agree with his views on VietNam.
Is our present Viet-namese
policy "a reasonable alternative?"
Isn't what "anarchy" Mr. Piatt
observes today somehow related
to our "reasonable" involvement
in Viet-Nam? The most immediate way to destroy America soldiers is to send them to Viet-Nam,
not to oppose their being sent
there. I hope that this letter has
given you a little more to be tired
about, Mr. oPiatt.
Noel Baggett

in Columbus, Ohio. He attended
Ohio State University, from
which he holds an engineering degree. His military career began
in 1932, when he signed up as a
flying cadet in what was then
called the Army Air Corps. He
emerged from the rigorous cadet
training program at Randolph
Field, Tex., as a second lieutenant.
Although be began as a fighter
pilot, LeMay soon transferred to
bombers, for which he saw a big
future. He was one of the first
commanders of B-17 Flying Fortresses -the four-engine bombers
which were the workhorses of
most of World War II.
At the start of the war, LeMay,
then a colonel, became commander of the 305th Bomber Division
in England. It was in this post

in The News Now ...
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MEXICO CITY (UPI) - A and its importance to Humphrey
student was hhot and wounded was questionable.
Tuesday in a scuffie between stuHumphrey's position in Viet
dents and soldiers in suburban N am, foreign policy and draft
Mexico City. It was the first inci- law reform "falls far short of
dent of violence to break the what I think they should be," McOlympic Games "truce" t h a t Carthy said, "but the choice is
brought at least a temporary halt between the vice president and
to street violence of the past three Richard Nixon, and I support Mr.
months.
Humphrey."
The incident took place in the
Secret VietNam Conference
early morning hours near one of
WASHINGTON (UPI) -·Gen.
the chronic trouble spots near the
Olympic Games site. Student En- Creighton Abrams, U.S. Military
t Nam, conrique Golbat was wounded twice Command~:r in
when soldiers tried to prevent ferred secretly Tuesday with
students from tearing down a President Johnson and his top
map. of Mexico City that bad been military and diplomatic advisers.
erected as an aid to Olympic
The White House, announcing
Abrams' visit after he had retourists.
Police Capt. Manuel Haena Ca- turned to Saigon, said it was a
margo said four other youths and "general military review." Press
a woman ycre arrested.
Secretary George Christian denied
that it reflected any change
McCarthy Endorses
in efforts to achieve a breakHumphrey
through in the Paris talks with
(UPI) - Sen. Eugene J. Mc- North Viet Nam.
Carthy finally endorsed Hubert
H. Humphrey for president Tuesday and hinted-but never saidlargest Selection
that he might leave the Democra*Poster Board
tic Party to run for political office
*Colored Papers
in the future.
Humphrey's defeated rivad for
*Tempera Color
the Democratic presidential nom*Spray Paint
ination said he would not seek re*Glitter
election to the senate in 1970 or
*Brushes
nomination for the presidency in
Discount Prices
1972 as a Democrat. He fended
off all questions whether this
LANGELL'S
2510 Central S.E.
meant he intended to form a new
Across From Johnson Gym
party.
McCarthy's endorsement came
just a week before the election,

Calling U
Thursday, Oct. 31
Association of Graduate Historians;
second organizational meeting; Union 231
n.. c; 12 noon.
Reception !or Dr. Spook; open to public: IntemntlotuLI Center; 9 :lli p.m.

U.Nl4 Ski club meethuz fP!Ituring a

speaker and films; 7:30 p.m.; Union The-

ater.

Thllrllday, Oct. 31
''Underground'' films; "Protest and Pot..
itics": Popejoy Hall; 7:30 p.m.

Gamma Iota Chapter
· University of New Mexico
Thanks
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Frldny, Nov. 1

Spanish Dept. presentation of "El 81 de
Ins Ninas" by Leandro Ferna~dez de Moratin; Kiva; 8 p.m.; free to Spanisb speaking
publle.
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Sigma Chapter
University of Utah
Alpha Nu Chapter
University of Denver
Gamma Phi Chapter
University of Texas at El Paso
Gamma Psi Chapter
University of Arizona
Gamma Omega Chapter
Arizona State University
Epsilon Eta Chapter
Eastern New Mexico University
Epsilon Upsilon Chapter
New Mexico State University
Zeta Kappa Chapter
Western State College
Zeta Omega Chapter
Northern Arizona University
Eta Lambda Chapter
Weber State College
and
Thunderbird Alumni Club
Phoenix, Arizona
For Their Help In Making
Tlte Inter-Mountain Regional Meeting
Hilton llotel-Albuquerque, New Mexico
October 26·27,1968
An Outstanding Success

UNMBLACK STUDENT UNION
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that he acquired a reputation for
cold courage and absolute dedication to military results.
LeMay decided that his B-17s
could wreak more damage on German cities if they flew a straight
course-regardless of antiaircraft
fire-instead of flying the zig-zag
pattern which was then considered necessary to minimize losses
from flak.
Characteristically, LeMay piloted the lead bomber in the :first
test of his idea. It was thereafter
adopted generally by Air Force
units in Europe.
LeMay was transferred to the
Pacific after the fighting ended in
Europe and played a major part
in the climatic B-29 1·aids against
Japan.
After the war, he became U.S.
Air Force commander in Europe,
and in that capacity was an architect of the 1948-49 Berlin Airlift.

Then he returned to the United
States to become commander of
the Strategic Air Command,
which he brought to an unprecedented state of round-the-clock,
round-the-calendar combat readiness.
In 1957, LeMay was named Air
Force Vice Chief of Staff, and in
1961 he moved up to Chief of
Staff. He remained in that job
until his :retirement on Feb. 1,
1965.
He was the last of the big name
heroes of World Wal' II to leave
active service.

LeMay has been married for 34
years to the former Helen EsteJle
Maitland. They have one daugh.:.te::l:~·-----------
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Downfown

or $hopping? Eat
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OPEN 24 HOURS

105 Central N.W.

FOR MIRAGE
PICTURES

and
SUBSCRIPTIONS
TODAY
October 3~

Subscriptions

You May Still
SUBSCRIBE
In the S.U.B.
when you have
your picture
taken

247-8626
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New 'Menace to SocietyJ Threatens America
According to the reaction, it
would appear to be one of the
greatest enemies ever to confront
the civilized world. Nations have
declared it illegal, men of God
have decried it as immoral, edu~:ators believe that it breeds mental retardation, and political leaders find it the onslaught of anarchy.
The communist heirarchy of
Bulgaria u s e d armed border
guards to keep it from entering
their country a n d destroying
Marxi&m. Western courts of law
are often unable to function if it
enters their hallowed doors. And
on,!;!>, it appears on any university
campus in the country at any time
- the word education becomes a
sordid synonym for revolution.
International Threat?
This super international composite threat to the entire human
species is-hair!
Deceptively described as an inert group of cylindrical filaments
of cornified epidermal nature in
medical books, it is actually a virulent social evil that is unceaseing in its attempts to conquer
the world.
Proof of the insidious qualities
of "hair" is evidenced each time a
dissident group of anti-statusquos attempts to disrupt the tranquility of a police state or a dictatorship.
"Enslaved Youths"
Photographs from Prague show

"hair" enslaved youths impeding
the lawful progress of visiting
Soviet tanks through tnat city.

Films from Chicago portray
"hair" corrupted people littering
the streets with their bodies. Contrasting this long stressed evil in
both cities were the clean, smooth
hairless domes of police and army
helmets.
To anyone with half a mindsuch as Mayor Daley, Alexei Kosygin, and George Wallace -the
connections between "hair" and
the anti-authority behavior is obvious.
Rusted Clippers
To them, and the millions of
others with equal perception, it is
self-evident that the man who
shuns the barber shop today could
be mixing Molotov cocktails by tomorrow. The route from respectibility to the barricades is often
marked by a pair of rusted clippers.
Mayor Daley's solution was to
order his men to knock it off with
nightsticks ... Premier Kosygin,
with the thoroughness of a dedicated Marxist, had the offensive
locks clipped off by a tank fire.
George Wallace solved the problem by eliminating the need for a
head among those joining his
American Independent Party.
However, the enemy is not so
easily thwarted. Even as these
guardians of "short back and
sides and trim the sideburns"
were clipping the frontal assault,
"hairs" in their countless billions,
were creeping out of head and
chin holes to fill the gap.
No More "Bare"
Soon they would begin en-

croaching on decently bare ears
and necks forming themselves into waves and tresses and moustaches and beards. And soon, the
hoards of "hair" would again be
carried into battle by willing collaborators such as student activits, hippies, artists, writers, and
other enemies of the state.
Of course, it's not the ''hair"
itself that's the problem, it's the
troublemakers that encourage it
to get nut of hand. As long as it
keeps its place, doesn't cause any
trouble and doesn't try to get uppity, no decent folks are going to
complain about the presence of
"hair." In fact, most people will
tell you that some of their best
friends have "hair."
"Cool the Length"
But when "hair" goes beyond

'.

;

the length allowed by decent people, the line has got to be drawn.
If "hair" was just allowed to
grow anywhere, unchecked and
unshorn, the results would be a
cranial anarchy that could destroy civilization as we know it.
The uninhibited also have serious economic effects. Unemployed
barbers obviously cannot buy groceries and soon the grocers would
become unemployed and, obviously, unemployed grocers. could not
afford to pay their rent which,
obviously, would lead to the landlords going broke which, obviously, would flood the market with
unsalable property which, obviously, would lead to a slump in
the market which, obviously,
would mean unpaid taxes which,

obviously, could cause a depression.
Ideal Situation
This, in turn, could be an ideal
situation for the rise of Communism which would destroy the freedom of democracy.
An equal fiscal disaster could
occur with a reduction of the
facefuzz removal industry. Every
time "hair" takes over a chin, it
strikes a blow to labour, management, free-enterprise and "our
way of life."
E a c h morning, millions of
square inches of stubble across
the country help to create a healthy economy. First, each face
must be lathered-from an aerosal can with a touch of menthol
to give a cool shave; then finally
an after-shave - with a man's
scent ... either musty or leather
or fresh limes, depending on whether one wishes to smell like a
shoe shine boy or a fruit picker.
Concern for Freedom
There can be little doubt that
the elimination of "hair'' is the
vital concern of all freedom-loving, Christian patriots and that
those who oppose this battle are
an enemy that must be met and
defeated.
Today, the front line is occupied, not by youth, but by those
veterans of a thousand broken
combs-the establishment generation. The proof of their dedication

to the defeat of "hair" is self evident in the gleaming domes of
head skins from which "hair" has
been abolished forever.

·-- For Immediate Redress
Calls

Senate Opposes Suspension
By JOY HART
Staff Writer
The UNM Student Semite in
emergency legislation last night
passed a resolution opposing the
administration's action last week
in suspending three students for
their part in a demonstration
against the Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps (NROTC).
The resolution read, in part:
"Be it further resolved that Student. Senate deplores the action
taken by the administration and
calls for immediate redress by
the administration of that action.''
Senator Terry Calvani, author
of the bill, stressed, "We are not
here to condone or condemn the
action of individuals.'' The main
concern of the bill is due process,
he said. "The administration flagrantly disregarded due process,"
he said.

Machine' Credit
Cards Available
1

MIAMI (UPI)-A local bank
has begun issuing what might be
the "ultimate" credit card. When
the card is inserted into a street.', -L ~e "money machine," the card
holder promptly gets $50.
The seven-foot-tall money machine resembles a common coin
·changer and even charges inter~
est-two per cent a month.
Theordore A Davis Jr., president of the Capital National
ijank, discovered the machine
while on vacation in Tokyo last
year. He got the manufacturer to
convert it to dispense U.S. dollars.
To get a credit card, you simply
apply for a loan at the bank. A
$300 loan, for example, gets you
six magnetized credit cards, Each
card when fed into the machine
produces $50.

Almost 90 visitors-aoout twice
the number who normally attend
Senate
meetings-loudly
applauded the Senate's approval of
the resolution.
Sixteen of the Senators voted
in favor of the bill with only one,
Rene Silleroy, voting against it.
Another senator, Lee Pittard, was
not at the meeting.
Twice during the meeting Calvani listed what he called three
points germane to the resolution:
1. Due process was not followed.
2. Three students were arbitrarily picked out of the 100 students participating in the demonstration.
3. The penalty involved is in
no way commensurate with the
crime.
Before discussion of the proposal began Ron Curry, Associated Students vice president,
clarified his position on the student suspensions. "One of the
hardest things a'bout my job is
being neutral," he said, "but I
feel compelled to speak out on
this issue."
Curry Calls For Change
Curry said that he had come to
the conclusion that according to
the ASUNM Constitution and the
Faculty Handbook, the implied
right to suspend the students was
there. But he added, "There is a
time for a change in this implied
right.''
Curry suggested that an
amendment should be n:tade to the
ASUNM Constitution giving all
original jurisdiction in suspensions and expulsions, except academic ones, to the Student Standards Committee,
He explained that such an
amendment would have to be
passed by the Board of Regents
and the Student Body. Curry
" hopes that students can vote on
the amendment in December. "I

think this is needed now," he
stressed.
In concluding, Curry said, "I
would like to hope that all members of the University community
would accept the decision of the
Student Standards Committee,
whatever it may be.''
Commenting on Curry's position, Senator Steve Van Dresser
said, "That the administration has
an implied power does not make
it right or just." Van Dresser
said that the administration had
acted "without the slightest due
process of law."
The :Pas.'IBge of the resolution
came after an involved discussion between senators and visitors
concerning the purpose of the bill.
Senator Tony Olmi J>rought up the
idea early in the meeting that he
felt the Senate was a judicial
branch and "not in a position to
judge guilt or innocence.''
Afraid of Influencing Standards
Several senators voiced the
opinion that they were afraid
that the Senate action would influerlce the Student Standards
Committee.
But van Dresser said, "I think
you're missing the point. We're
asking for the administration to
lift suspension and refer the
w h o I e matter to the Student
Standards Committee."
A visitor supported van Dres~
ser. "We're not saying they're
guilty or innocent. We're asking
for their rights as students," he
said.
·
In explaining her vote in opposition to the resolution, Rene
Silleroy explained that she thinks
it may be misinterpreted to mean
that the Senate feels that these
students should not have been
penalized. "Tbe statement makes
judicial judgments about the !!rpplicability of the punishment,"
she said.
As passed, the resolution con~
tained two amendments involving

Action

the addition·of nine Words. Before
Calvani called for an immediate
vote, a student in the visitor's
gallery accused the Senate of "a
lot of needless nit-picking." The
important thing is that the document be passed, he said.
Resolution Quotes Policy
The resolution quotes three
statements from the Student Affairs Committee's Joint Statement
of Student Rights and Responsibilities:
"In all situations, procedural
fair ;play requires that the student be informed of the nature of
the charges against him, that he
be given a fair opportunity to refute them, that the institution
not be arbitrary in its actions.
"Pending action on the charge,
the status o£ a student should not
be altered, or his right to be present on the campus and to attend
classes suspended, except for reasons relating to his physical or
emotional safety and well-being,
or for reasons relating to the
safety and well-being of students,
faculty, or university property."
"The burden of proof should
rest upon the officials bringing
the charges.''
Three students have been suspended without the benefit of the
provisions of the Joint statement,
the resolution says.
Commenting on the large crowd
at the me e t i n g, Calvani said,
"Evidently, there's something
here that concel"ns people.''
Calvani said that he felt that
this was one of the few times
the Senate has really considered
something relevant to this cam·pus. He called the administration's action "a breach of a spirit
of cooperation that has just begun to arise on this campus.''
Extra chairs were placed in
the Desert Room to aceomodate
all of the visitors. Many of them
had never attended a Senate
meeting before.

The crises of the hour calls fo~·
bold action and a new leader seed the clouds with "hair" remover and elect Yul Brynner as
President of the World.

Students Meet
For Conference
On Suspensions
Students gathered yesterday at
12:30 p.m. on the-Union Mall for
a press conference conducted by
three suspended students, Manuel
Wright, Larry Russell, and Allen
Cooper.
Russell said that the press conference was called to give the suspended students an opportunity to
make further statements on their
position.
Vice President of Student Affairs Harold Lavender did not
make the decision to take action
by himself, Russell said. He added that "Lavender preferred to
put the case before the Student
Standards Committee but was
out-voted by the other UNM vice
presidents.''
Wright said, "We are not going
to discuss the question of our
guilt." The issue is ignoring the
right to due process through the
Student Standards Committee, he
said.
Wright stated "Students and
faculty are the university; the
administration is here for us ...
not the other way around.'' He
said he was being used as an example because the administration
chose to suspend three activist
students out of the approximately
75 demonstrators on the ROTC
field at that time.
Cooper spoke next, mentioning
that he was an invited guest,
"not a student • . . for a while.''
He described the support for the
three suspended students at the
student and faculty meetings
Tuesday night.
"Leadership does not originate
from a vacuum," Cooper said,
"but necessarily precludes two
things, responsibility and experience.''
Cooper said "We must take
power and use it with responsibility to determine our aifairs, or
else leave the university the same
as it was."
Cooper later said 85 signatures
were on the complicity statement
and about 500 ("give or take a
couple") on the support statement. He said they would be
turned in to. the administration
when 100 or more people had
signed the complicity paper.
Manny Wright read from a letter sent to Director of Admissions
and Registrar J. C. MacGregor
by Patricia Sandborn, Wright's
philosophy instructor: "Until
such time as Mr. Wright receives
a hearing, I cannot in good conscience ask him to stop coming to
class.''
"I shall allow him to attend
class and take exams . . • until
the Students Standards Committee has come to a decision," the
letter read.
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Self-Made Man

Many Voters Can Identify With Wallace
By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writer
George Wallace, the "third
party" candidate for President,
typifies. the American adage that
"anyone can become President."
Most of Wallace's supporters
are lower-middle class workers,
blue collar employees who are
afraid of losing seniority, those
upset by welfare programs, people upset by student protest, and
property owners who fear a decrease in property values if a
Negro should move in next door.
This is because Wallace has a
past history with which many
people can identify, being largely
a self-made man.
Poor Parents
Born to poor parents in 1919
(his father was a dirt farmer),
Wallace has worked as a truck
driver for thirty cents an hour,
sold magazines, and waited on
tables.
He put himself through college
at the University of Alabama, receiving his law degree in 1942,
after a high school career during
which he was a senate page in
the Alabama legislature, won two
Golden Gloves boxing titles, quarterbacked the football team and
was president of his senior class.
After graduation in 1942, Wallace joined the Army Air Corps,
and began training as a pilot.
Struck with spinal meningitis,
Wallace was unable to continue
flight training, but served the
duration as a flight engineer aboard a B-29 bomber.
"Nt>.rvous Disorder''
Due to a nervous disorder caused by the disease contracted while
in the service, Wallace still receives federal compensation for
what is termed a "nervous disorder."
His political career began after
W.W. II when he returned to Alabama and was appointed assistant
attorney general.
In 1946 he was elected to the
state legislature, where he served
on several committees including
Ways and Means, Business and
Labor, and the Judiciary Committee.
Alabama Income Low
Although reportedly having
striven to raise the standard of
living in his home state, Alabama's per capita income today,
after five and one-half years of a

Wallace as governor, is still only
$2160, which is $1000 below the
national average.
Alabama also has a tax structure which discriminates against
lower income individuals, but corporate taxes can be raised only
by an amendment to the state
constitution.
In 1952 Wallace was elected
judge in the Third Judicial Circuit in Alabama. It was during
this time that he refused to turn
over voting records held by his
courts, despite demands from the
Civil Rights Commission, because
he "considered their demands
illegal."
Criminal Charges
Wallace later pleaded guilty to
criminal contempt charges, and
called the federal judge an "integrating, carpet-bagging, scalawagging, race-mixing, bald-faced
liar." Wallace was later acquitted,
even though he had entered a
guilty plea.
Wallace ran in the gubernatorial race in 1958, but was defeated,
although he placed second in the
primaries. Running again in 1962,
Wallace collected an easy victory
and was inaugurated in January,
1963.
Six months after this, Wallace
made his famous "stand at the
schoolhouse door" at the University of Alabama when he refused
to admit two Negro students.
Wallace stated that his stand was
to warn people against the "lawbreakers in Washington.''
Alabama Winning
Later he stated that "Alabama
is winning the fight against federal interference!'
Although Wallace stated "I'm
for civil rights" he continued to
attempt to bar Negro students
from public schools. He said that
the Civil Rights Bill of 1964 "is an
excuse for federal encroachment
and control.'' Wallace was also
the first person in the nation to
stand up against the desegregation guidelines handed down by
the Bureau of Health, Education
and Welfare. A state law was
passed in Alabama making these
guidelines illegal.
Economy Move
Immediately after taking office,
Wallace began an economy move,
cutting his own budget by $105,000 per year, and doing away
with 25 per cent of the state
vehicles.
During his administration, in-

Mirage Shoots
Student Photos
Pictures for The Mirage will be
taken from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. today
and tomorrow in the Union music
listening room.
Proper attire for men will be
coat and tie. Women should wear
sweaters. AU students must present university identification before having their pictures taken.
Subscriptions to The Mirage
are still on sale for $2, and may
be purchased in the Union.

dustrial growth was higher than
it had ever been for any southern
state. During his. last year as
governor, industry added 2 billion
dollars to Alabama's economy,
and he increased the number of
institutions of higher education,
adding 29 junior colleges, 1 university and a number of trade
schools.
In order to increase scholastic
spending, Wallace had to float
massive bond issues and solicit
loans from the federal government he so often accuses of "interference."
Free Textbook Program
Wallace also began a free textbook program, increased benefits
for the elderly and increased agricultural appropriations and left
office with a large sum of money
still remaining in the state treasury.
In 1966, as Wallace was prevented from running for governor
by the state constitution, his wife,
whom he married in 1943, ran in
his stead, and collected nearly
two and one-half times the number of votes given any other candidate.
1964 Presidential Primaries
In a prelude to his present candidacy, Wallace entered three
state presidential primaries in
1964. He received 34.2 per cent of

the vote in Wisconsin, 30 per cent
in Indiana, and nea1·ly upset the
favorite in Maryland, getting
nearly 50 per cent of the vote.
After the third primary, Wallace told supporters "You and I
are tired of being pushed around
by the politicians of the so-called
national political parties."
Now, in 1968, Wallace is receiving support from those who
need a cause with which to identify, and who feel the new left
liberals are a definite threat to
the country. His campaign is
reminiscent of the McCarthyism
of the early fifties. He speaks
against gun control, although the
United States has one of the highest gun death rates in the world.
"Bomb Viet Nam"
His running mate, General
Curtis LeMay, has said that if
necessary, he would "bomb Viet
Nam back to the Stone Age.''
Wall ace is energetic and aloof,
delivering a set speech nearly
everywhere he goes, chastising

long-haired · youth and prmsmg
police who tum out in large numbers whenever he appears regardless of whether or not they are on
duty.
He has received growing support since the beginning of the
campaign, and the possibilities
are constantly increasing that he
may, at the very least, throw the
election into the House of Representatives.
./'--.._.,
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by RICHARD SITTLER

EXPERIMENTAL FILM SERIES
PROGRAM

F araPress®

These traditional plaids have a talent for
looking great with blazers, sweaters, sport
shirts ... almost everything you wear. With
Farah you get the finest in style, fabrics and
permanent press.

and The Cultural Program Committee
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-7:30 P.M.
& PoLITICs- 8:45 P.M.

CHAFED ELBOWS

'ntEND SHOPS
WINBOCK AND NOB m:tL
.
WAIST SIZES 26 TO 36-LENGTHS 27 TO 34:

WARHOL SAMPLER- 10:15 P.M.

$9.00 AND $10.50
TONIGHT

-October 31
l'tffiN'S AT ALL THREE STORES
.
WAIST SIZES 28 TO 48-LENGTHS 2.7 TO. a&

Adm. Adults 1.50, Fac.fStajf 1.25
Students - 1.00
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Columbia's Experiences
In Proposed Book Soon
Doubleday & Company, Inc. and
The Liberation News Service
(New York) have signed a contract for a book that will explore
the phenomenon of the radicalization of middle class youth.
Placing the recent disturbances
at Columbia University in the perspective of the greater malaise of
American society, the book will
explore the environment in which
middle class youth comes of age,
the problems young people face,
their outlook, their ideals, their
confrontations with the Establishment and the nature of the Estab~
lishmcnt itself.
The examination of the Columbia Experience will serve af! a
springboard for an investigation
of the nature and quality of middle class life in an attempt to
understand the causes and mnnifestations of the radicalization of
the young.
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Lobo Grid Misery £;xtend to West Coast
UNM's football nightmares have
reached outside the Land of Enchantment. The following letter
and newspaper article from the
UCLA Daily Bruin show that the
Lobo losing string is known by
others throughout the land.
"Dear Sports Editor: I thought
you might be interested in the
notoriety the Lobos are enjoying
as depicted by the enclosed UCLA
Daily Bulletin article. Signed: A
former UNM student."
From UCLA Campus
The following article comes to
UNM from the UCLA campus
paper and is by Saul Shapiro.
"Just as it is becoming increasingly difficult to select the best of
the nation's collegiate football
machines, it is also becoming extremely difficult in choosing the
worst assemblage.''
"However, the writers who annually select the Stassen Bowl,
the have-nots answer to the MacArthur Bowl, can now narrow the

field down to six verified contenders."
"Three of the winless wonders
lie in the Big Ten: Wisconsin,
Illinois, Northwestern. However,
the latter's spotless record can be
traced to the school's Director of
Athletics who scheduled Miami,
Southern Cal, Purdue, Notre
Dame and Ohio State for openers.
This type of planning usually
leads to job insecurity for all
involved.''
"Should the fight for Big Ten
cellar-dweller come down to Wisconsin and Illinois, it could be a
titanic tussle. However, in the
end it might well be Illinois' eight
point game offense that decides
over the five point Badger blitzkrieg."
Both Teams About Equal
"Both teams lose by an average
of 30 points. Considering that is
more points than many teams
score per game, it is a figure that
impresses pollsters no end.''
"One can discount Columbia

from the list of prime patsies because the Ivies still play for fun.
Baylor, too, receives little support
because on occasions it comes
within two touchdowns of winning."
"No, the last team is not Pitts-·
burgh. The Panthers overwhelmed William and/or Mary, 14-3 two
weeks ago. One doubts whether
the Panthers are ever sincere
contenders since they have managed to spoil an otherwise perfect
record with a win the last three
years.''
"A team bearing all the credentials that go along with being the
worst team in the land is New
Mexico. It is not that the Lobos
have given up 40 points a game
that is so impressive, but that
the teams who have dented their
defenses are the likes of Colorado
State and San Jose State."
"The Lobos demonstrated their
pathetic brand of football to national reviewers when they successfully stopped Kansas' coach

Pepper Rogers clever play to
hold the score down in the Jayhawksers' 68-7 win."
Not Since Civil War ••.
"Using the punter at quarterback, Kansas was able to drive
for a touchdown using the only
play he know in a move that bewildered the Lobos. Only Sherman's March encountered less opposition."
"Sporting scribes have continually raised the question, "Is N e'v
Mexico one of the truly terrible
teams of ali time?"
"Certainly, the Lobos have at
least earned honorable mention
status in this category. But the
all-time loser award is firmly in
the clutches of Cumbe;:land College.''
"It was in 1916 that Cumberland earned everlasting notoriety

Pikes, Pharmacy Take

by bowing before Georgia Tech,
220-0.''
"Cumber 1 and quarterback
George Allen (the other one
wasn't alive then) recalled the
couragious brand of football exhibited that day."
"Watching a teammate shy
away from a fumble as three
•rech men converged on it, Allen
yelled out, 'Pick it up!' "
"To which the reply came:
'Pick it up? Hell, I didn't drop
it.' "

By JOHN MOSER
Sports Writer
Pi Kappa Alpha scored twice in
the last 21,6 minutes of play to
1>tun previously unbeaten Sigma
Chi, 20-6, and take the fraternity
league championship in intramural football Wednesday afternoon. It had to be the most exciting game of the season.
The Pikes will play the winner
of today's Mossman-Mendoza affair next Monday afternoon. The
all-school championship game will
be played next Tuesday between
the winner of Monday's game and
the Independent League champ.
Williams Starts Drive
With the game tied at 6-6, Pike
qua r t e r b a c k Dave Williams
launched the Pikes on a 60 yard,
two play drive capped by a 28
yard scoring strike from Williams
to diminutive Steve Stillman. Williams hit big end Dave Hendricks
for the PAT and the Pikes had a
13-6 lead. Hendricks had grabbed
the other completion in that
series, and had lumbered to the
28 in a play that covered 32 yards.
Stout Leads Sigs
The never-say-die Sigs, led by
gutty little quarterback Mike
Stout, tried desperately to hang in
there. But because of this despera-

Re-elect
Congressman

Rush Consista nt
As ASU Mentor

THOMAS G.

MORRIS

To Arizona State's head coach
Frank Kush, any challenge is a
welcome one. That's a major reason he's entering the latter part
of the season as the number one
coach in Arizona State history.
He has never witnessed a losing
season in the 105 games he has
served as head man. In his coaching term, the Sun Devils have won
76 1 lost only 28 and tied one. After
five games this season, ASU
stands at 3-2.
Kush's winning formula is
simple. He believes coaching involves something more than
building a winning football team.
He realizes that his teams are
composed of individuals and it is
with these individuals that he is
most concerned.

SENIORITY COUNTS

UNM's Lonesome Dave (Santa
Fe has one too) is ranked seventh
in the nation and first in Western
Athletic Conference statistics in
rushing.
Dave Bookert, UNM's fleet
tailback, has rushed for 743 yards
in 161 carries to lead WAC backs.
His closest competitor is Arizona
State's Art Malone who has 608
yards in 115 totes. The two meet
in Tempe Saturday night in what
promises to be an offensive firework, display for ASU and another long night for the Lobos.
Gallopin' Dave also ranks fourth
in the WAC with total offensive
yardage of 743 yards for a 4.6
average per cal'l'y. That's pretty
good for the Lobos when one
considers that UNM's total offensive output for the year is
817 yards with only 74 of these
going to another back besides
Bookert.

Presents

A Night With The Ghost
Dine & Dance In A Real Ghost Town
Dinner Served 5-9 P.M.

=)

PHOTC

I·

Dancing 9-1 A.M. Friday & Saturday

NC.

Located 41 mi. North of Alb. On Highway 10 Madrid, N.M.

Pick-up & Delivery
410 Haf\'ard S.E.
247-4203

It

I

I
I
!

Phoro Courtesy TCU Sklfi

Top ASU Rusher

\
I

Arizona State's number one rusher so far this season has been
fullback Art Malone. He has
gained 608 yards in six games for
a 121 ya;:d average. The Lobos
will meet Malone Saturday night
in Tempe_

RENT A

••

I!

by Dodds put the ball on the four.
Stout sneaked to the 18 inch line
on second down and it was third
and goal at· that point. Stout's
pass was knocked down in the end
zone, and it was fourth down.
Dodds got the call for a right tackle trap, but Steve Ludlow nailed
him and the ball went over to the
Pikes.
The Sigs held and got the ball
again on a punt at the Pike 32.
Five plays later they had their
TD on a four-yard down-and-out
bullet pass from Stout to Dodds,
who made a brilliant diving catch
three inches over the goal line,
and it was 6-6.
Sportsmanship Lauded
The rest is history, but the
sportsmanship displayed after this
game by both teams deserves
praise. The Pikes were in understandable glee, but held it down
to congratulate their arch rival
and n o t i c e a b 1y disappointed
Sigs, who took this bitter defeat
very sportsmanlike. Other intramural clubs, especially those in
the Independent leagues, could
learn a lot from this type of
sportsmanship.
In the other Wednesday game,
Pharmacy claimed the Independent League II championship by

ing offense and passing defense.
Their offensive output has been
for 817 yards in 348 carries for an
average of 116.7 yards per game.
Explosive ASU heads the standings with an average of 218.4 per
game.
In passing defense, the Lobos
have allowed opponents 159.3
yards and have forced six interceptions. Coach Darrell Mudra's
Wildcats lead - passing- aefense
with a stingy 111 yards allowed
per game.

LQQK

' i

prevent fbrest fires I
F.rom Coast to Coast
the leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Fidelity Union Life

There once was a lady named Mitzi,
Engaged to a Fritz from Poughkeepsie.
But she bade him goodbye
When his Schlitz had run dry.
Said Mitzi: "No Schlitzie, No Fritzie."

TRADITION ...

s~
TUXEDO RENTAL

®

Coat and
Trousers

Complete

$6.50

$10

FIRST dnd GOlD

1967 Jos. Schliu Btlwfna Co. Milwaukee and olhor cides.
'
·.I

~
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Your friend for life" Bruce G. Muhr
He's an easy' person to talk with.
And what he can tell you about policies
specially designed for seniors and graduate students is worth listening to. It
can make a lot of difference in your
future. Talk with him when he calls.
There's never any obligation.
Bouthwestern Lite
IIY:i1.JRAM.~-

( •oMPANV

120 Vassar SE

•

!-ifNCf:o

/~•).)

247-1051

YOU SEND US
$3
WE'Ll SEND YOU
1/a OFF

Tltl.EPHCNit: 2G~::Z.'lil'7
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

Saturday & Sunday
November 2 & 3

FIGHT
FOR
CLEAN
THEMES!
Refuse anything but Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!

2109 San Mateo N .E.

,

•.

.

I~ ;
' .

3003 Central N .E.
(Near the Triangle)

.-

~

'

li

2 Locations To
Serve You

Independent League I, while the
Winos will take on undefeated
Law School, League I champ.
The dorm teams, who have been
regretfully discriminated against
by The Lobo up till now, will have
their championship tilt this aftm·.,
noon. It will be Mossman against
Mendoza in the 4:00 :p.m. affair,
which will be played in the Johnson Gym fields.
Mossman gained the finals by
dropping Mescalero 16-6, while
Mendoza was bopping favored
Yaqui 20-14.

NUMBER

:1

MISTER TUX

beating the Fourth Street Winos
7-0.
This one reminded one of a
First Street bl'Uwl, as the rules of
fair play were tossed out the window in favor of brutal physical
and verbal assaults by both teams
at each other and at the referees.
Both Pharmacy and the Winos
advanced to the Independent
Lea(!:ue Playoffs set for Friday at
4:00 p.m. at the fields south of
University Stadium. IJharmacy
will go against Mother Carey's
Chickens, second place finishers in

15¢ Hot Dogs

FRANK CHEWlWJE

MODUIN ANO LATIN MUSIC
FOR SPEClAL OCCAtltONa

II

Tux FRoM

Football Wins

Key

SPECIAL!
Quintet

I ·.

Art Malone, Arizona State's
leading ground gainer; will be out
to top Lobo star rusher, David
Bookert, in this Saturday night's
encounter in Tucson.
Malone has rushed for 608
yards so far this season in only
five game!!, for a 121-yard average
per game. If he keeps up this
teammate Max Anderson's WAC
record of 1,188 yards, set last
year.
Malone is trailing Bookert by
135 yards at this point in the
rushing race; but the Book has
played two more games.

He also ranks second in WAC
scoring to Wyoming's Ron Jacobs.
Bookert has seven TDs for 42
points while Jacobs has 49. Jacobs' does his scoring by his
talented toe. He has kicked 19 of
19 extra points, and 10 of 22 field
goal attempts.
In passing, UNM's Terry Stone,
the nation's top passer last year,
ranks fourth in the league standings. He has completed 47 of 101
passes for 624 yards. He has had
six interceptions and three touchdowns.
As a team, the Lobos are downright lousy on paper. UNM ranks
last in total offense (1605 yards),
total defense ( 423.3 yards per
game), rushing (1911 yards), and
passing offense (788 yards).
But the Lobos are sixth in rush-

: lJ,.

t
I'

Art Malone Set
For Lobo Affair

tion they turned the ball over to
the Pikes on downs at their four.
The next play saw Pike Jackson
Ellison hit the middle of the Sig
line for six more. Williams then
hit Ellison for the final point of
the game.
The thrilling contest, dubbed
the "Social Pro Bowl" for obvious reasons, began as a battle of
the brains, with each squad feeling the other out on the ground
and in the air.
Pikes Score 1st
The Pikes, 10-1 in regular season play, drew first blood on
a 38 yard bomb from Williams to
Stillman, midway throt1gh the
first half. The score was 6-0 at
intermission.
Sigma Chi, which had edged the
Pikes earlier in the season en
route to their perfect 11-0 regular
season record, came out raring to
go in the final stanza. Stout ran
hard and passed hard, especially
to talented flanker Pet Dodds.
But the spunky Pikes refused
to give in to the pressure, and
had a great goal line stand twothirds of the way through the
half.
Miss In Four Tries
Sigma Chi had a first and goal
on the Pike nine yard line. A run
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UNM's Galloping Dave Bookert
Leads WAC In Yards Rushing

The Mineshaft Restaurant & Tavern

SOUTHWEST

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Outfit

247-4347

Mistakes vanish. Even fingerprints
disappear from the special surface.
An ordinary pencil eraser lets you
erase without a trace. Are you going to
stand in the way of cleanliness?
Get Eaton's Corrasable today. In light, , · · ~~~.
medium, heavy weights and . · .. · · · · · ·•· . ..........·.· ·•· . /··
Onion Skin. 100-sheet packets and tlfTOif'.$~iiJ$
500-sheet ream boxes. At Stationery .l'fPEW{IITfR fAPEil
Stores and Departments. b!tlill!!l~:::i;;itE;;S~2§fj
Only Eaton makes Corrasable. ®

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

"'
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YOUTH IDENTIFICATION CARD -

.

'•

!'

.

..

.

~

'

N A M ' C - - - - - - - - - - - AGE, _ _
HEIGHT_ _ _ W T - - - COLOR EYES·--COLOR HAIR
EXP. DATE._ _ _ _ __
ISSUED B Y - - - - - - - - - - - - CARD HOLDER'S SIGNATURe-_ _ _ _ _ __

We'll send you a youth fare
card. It's good for 1/3 off on the
regular air-fare. On any flight.
On any day. In the U.S. And
always with confirmed reservations.
By the way, our I. D. card is
accepted by most other airlines.
And it's valid for one year. So
you can use it all over the
country.
. You can get your youth fHre
card just by filling in the one
above. And mailing it to P.O.

Box 60188, Houston, Tex. 77060.
(Or you can pick up an applica-

tionatany'ITA ticket counter.)
One other thing. Don't forget
the $3. It's worth a 1/3 off.

*Da
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Fights Break Out

Wallace Speaks

Dr.Spock

Dr. Benjamin Spock, a convicted draft counselor, will speak in
Johnson Gym tonight at 8:00 p.m.
Students will be admitted free.

Wall ace Campaign Pledges
(Continued from page 1)
be detected in many of his statements. "We are becoming a government-fearing people, not a
God-fearing people."
Against Governement
Destruction
"We are not against the federal system of government. We
are against its destruction by
liberals who would erect from its
destruction, a totalitarian government of central power."
"When I get to be President, I'm
going to call in a bunch of bureaucrats and take away their briefcases and throw 'em in the Potomac :River."
George W a 11 a c e's campaign
focuses on pledges he made in
one of his campaign newspapers.
The Wallace Record, a nationwide publication of the Wallacefor-President campaign, listed the
13 promises:

Want Ads

I'

I

(

FORREN'r
APT. FOR REN'r-$75 plus utilities. Good
condition. Living rm, Kitchen, 1 bedrtn
and bath. 242-9068, 243-6107, 293-0113
or see at 131 Harvaed SE Apt. a, mornlugs.
FOR SALE
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. Best offer over
$375. Needs nlinor bocll' work. Ed Redrug Enco Station acr<>s:l from Bataan
Ho3pltat.
1966 SUZUXl TRAIL. $225. Call 250.19~7
after 6 p.m.
500ec: INDIAN Slnglo 1958. 500!!<! AJS
Single 1956. Best offer-115 D Hn.rvnrd
SE heiore 4 p.m.
LIKE NEW Coneord 700 Stereo 'tape Recorder. Be:tutiiul. wood Mbinet & speakers. $150. Call 277-2377.
35 MM SLR. Mami:va.Secor's Tower 37
with 5& mm normal & 85 mm wtde angle
lens. JUst cheeked by fJ:>p L.A. specialillt.
$!00. Stephan Part, 1612 Gold SE, Apt.
2, or message nt Art Dept.
FADED llLUE '55 Che'/Y, 4-door. V•B,
Radio, H ...ter. Asking $2GO, Come by
1.obo offi<<!, don't call• .Ask lor BUrtan.
1967 GREEN TRIUMPH Spitfire. $1341>.
Engine in e>:<ellent shape; 24 m.p.g. in
fJ:>wn, Call 2~9-9161.
WHY PAY REN'r when for on& $35<1,
down & low month& paymenta yoll can
have the pride ot home ownership, build
an <!Qnity, and have tax reliei. See this
charming 2 bd rm, VI/formal dining
roon1 & large Uvlng room w/fireplace, 2
patios.- part baaenlent, garage, central
forcea air, hardwood floorn. Close fJ:> Nob
lUlL Call Sam Cooper 265-85.71: <&enlngo
842-8280. Calrd Norris Realty.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Portable tape recordet and
tapes, for cla.s lectures. Cheap {$) bat
•turdy. Call 26S-2139 evenings or come
by LOBO offiCE!. J. MiJOglav.
RUSH AVI.ATlON' CENTER. InstrttmcntSebool
Commercial-Prfvate .. Ground
clnobes. Call 256·3756 or 298-1978,
"HARB~, NOON AND NlGR'I' Is a. ahock·
Jng play, even for me, and I'm . not
easl& shocked. But I've felt a B"J,"owlmt
sense of oommlttncut tO' its trntb,
strength originality and era!tsmonship
and I look fot"WIIrd to understanding
what lm aJ !about b:v opening nlght."Crawlord MaoCalltnn, Old 'town Studio.
Bo>e: Office 242-4602. l'erfonnan~ No•
vember 1•3, 7•10 at 8:00.

l'ERSONALS
STUTTillRING~MORE & enio:vlng It less1
Contact the Unlvetalt:Y Speech 1111d
Rearing Center. 277-2948.
ELIZABl!lTR CHAl'MA:N'S has Immodest
clothes at mOde~~t prl!!e!.

• To use his position to assist
in restoring law and order and to
give his moral support to the policemen and firemen of this nation.
• To work toward bringing the
American servicemen home following an honorable end to the
war in Viet Nam.
• To evaluate all foreign aid
to nations not !!Upporting the
United States.
o To return schools, hospitals
and other domestic institutions to
local control.

• To ask Congress to repeal
the "Open Housing'' law.
• To remove shackles from
free enterprise system to help
alleviate poverty by providing
more and better jobs.
• To provide strong agricultural and industrial programs.
• Use common sense approaches to solve problems of the large
cities.
• To fire every Communist
working in every defense plant in
the United States.
• To seek an indictment against every person in this country calling for a victory by the
VietCong.
• To re-examine tax exempt
status of multi-billion dollar :£oufidations and use money to give the
average wage earner additional
income tax exemptions.
• 'ra eventually appoint members .of the U.S. Supreme Court
who are differently orientated
from those now serving.
• To eliminate wasteful federal spending.

BUTTERFIELD

DETROIT (UPI)~Taking his
campaign alternately to small
and major citil!s to demonstrate
the diversity of his support,
George Wall11ce addressed a
crowd of 10,000 here Tuesday
night at a noisy, brawling rally.
Fights broke out twice between
pro- and anti-Wallace forces in
Coho Hall, and some 100 police
charged into a grouv of anti-Wallace demonstrators outside the
building to disperse them after
the rally.
Though most of the audience
was solidly behind Wallace, giving him an eight-minute ovation
when he came on stage at Cobo
Hall, there were 500 hecklers who
cried out "sieg heil" and gave
Nazi salutes.
Fight During National Anthem
A fight broke out during the
playing of the national anthem
before Wallace appeared and police took several persons into custody.
Later, toward the end of the
speech, another clash erupted in
the same area of the building and
the two factions picked up heavy
metal folding chairs and heaved
them at each other.
"Let the police handle it . . .
Let the police handle it . . . Let
the police handle jt," entreated
Wallace as the police moved in to
break up the disturbance which
appeared to directly involve only
about a dozen on each side. It
quickly subsided.

Detroit

1n

Trouble broke out again after
the rally when the demonstrators
and Wallace supporters left the
hall.
Police moved the group of some
200 demonstrators back acroas
the street, pushing them with
their clubs. However, the clubs
were swung moments later when
there was a shattedng of glass as
something was thrown toward the
police.
Witnesses said it appeared po-

lice at first swung at the bodies,
rathe1· than the heads of the demonstrators. They were quickly dispersed.

Top Ten In
Albuquerque Today

855-4551
This

W cek
Song 'l'itle
1. THOSE WERE THE DAYS
~.
OVER YOU
3. MY SPECIAL ANGEL
4. HOLD ME TIGHT
5. ELENORE
G. FIRE
7. GlRL WATCHER
8. CHEWY, CHEWY
9. HI HEEL sNEAKERS
10. LOVE CHILD

Artist
M, l'l:opkin
Union Cnp
Vogues

Johnny Nash
Turtles
Art llrown
O'Kaysiom;
Ohio Express
J. Pelic:iano

Suprcmes

Lll!lt
Wr:ek

Record Co.
Apple
Columbia

'

Rept"jse

( 3)

( 8)

JAD
W. Whale
Atlantic
ABC
Buddnh
RCA
Motown

( 5)
( ) )

( 6)

,,

(16)

121)
(26)

PICK HIT:
MAIN STREET-GARY LEWIS-(LIBERTY)

•":

General LeMay

'Misrepresented'
By News Media
OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI) Curtis LeMay .said Wednesday
national news media trying to
transform him into a "monster"
because of his association with
George Wallace had misrepresented his views on nuclear weapons. He said he saw "no use" to
employ them in Viet Nam.
''It is foolish even to think
about it/' the American Independent Party vice presidential candidate told a news conference,
LeMay, who flew here from
Kansas City, Mo., to address a
fund-raising dinner, also told
newsmen he and Wallace had no
disagreement about racial matters. He said integration had
worked well in the Air Force and
ought to be tried along similar
lines in civilian life.
He recalled that when the military abolished :racial segregation,
no formal orders had to be issued
from Washington. It was just a
matter of all groups working together, he said.
Asked if he :really believed the
Wallace party could win, he said,
''I've only been in politics two
weeks and I don't think that
qualifies me for an answer.''
"All I know is all the people
around Wallace are very enthusiastic and think he can pull it off."

YOUR PERSONAL

SERVICE JEWELER

1.obo photo by Ulch SteJokal,

Spock Speaks

f!JJ«M'UJ6

~ dfol4

presents the essentials of entire courses in
capsule form.
Perfect for learning and reviewing .•• truly the

"Student's Ptivate Tutot."

Get An Outline lot Each One of Your Subjects.
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7-piece

Cookware Set
Teflon-lined

9.97
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Dr. Benjamin Spack, spealdng last night, said he
is not against all war, but objects to his country becoming the aggressor.

Dr. Spock Speaks in Gym,
Calls War 'Illegal, lmmorai'

COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

.
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No Ceasefire in South;
~stability Still To Come~

;

( 2)
( 4)

NATIONAL SOUND SUltVEY-DAILY 315 P.M.
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Saigon NLF To Join Paris Talks

1580

_,

~312

VoL 72

t

WASHINGTON (UPI)-President Johnson Thursday night ordered a.
total halt to the bombing of North VietNam and said the Saigon government and the National LibeJ:ation Front would be brought into broadened
and "intensive" peace talks in Paris Wednesday.
'
The President said in a nationwide television address that he had reason
to expect that Nol'th Viet Nam would begin "prompt, productive, serious
and intensive negotiations in an atmosphere that is conducive to progress"
when the broadened talks start.
But American officials announced while Johnson was speaking that North
Viet Nam undeJ:stands the prompt and useful talks were not initiated in
Paris.
No Ceasefire in South
The officials said that no ceasefire in South Viet Nam had been agreed
upon. They said the war would continue in the South.
The President underscored this.
"The new phase of negotiations which opens on Nov. 6 does not--repeat
does not-does not mean that a stable peace has yet come to Southeast
Asia," the President said in the prepared text of his television speech, which
was taped in advance.
"There may well be very hard fighting ahead," Johnson cautioned,
Johnson said the bombing halt would be instituted as of 8 a.m. EST
Friday.
Decision Based on Talks
"I have reached this decision on the basis of developments in the Paris
talks/' the chief executive announced.
"And I have reached it in the belief that this action can 'lead to progress
toward a peaceful settlement of the Vietnamese war."
The President said the decision very closely conformed to statements he
had made in the past concerning a bombing halt.
Stressing that peace could still be far off, the President said "that arrangements of this ldnd are never foolproof."
But he said that in light of carefully considered and unanimous advice
from military and diplomatic leaders, "I have finally decided to take this
Johnson Discusses Plan
Before going on the ah·, Johnson :met with the National Security Council
and other top diplomatic and military leaders, including members of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff fo1· 15 minutes in the White House.

By JOY HART
From the time of his arrival at the
Staff Writer
Sunport where 25 people crowded into
Dr. Benjamin Spocl{, expert on the small room for his press conferbabies and the American draft sys- ence, Dr. Spock was greeted with entem, received a standing ovation last thusiasm by the people of Albuquernight after a speech in Johnson Gym que.
in which he referred to the Viet Nam Applause was generous during his
hour long speech in Johnson Gym.
war as "illegal and immoral!'
Spock said he was not against all Afterwards, students and non-stuwar and had fought B:itleJ: during
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
World Wa1· II. "What I do object to is
my country becoming the aggressor
and then claiming that it is in Viet
Nam to prevent Communist aggres~
sion/' he said.
Spack and three others are current~
ly appealing a Boston court decision
that convicted them on a charge of
By WAYNE ClDDlO
The three students, Manuel Wright,
"lt should be abundantly clear that
counseling; aiding, and abetting men
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in avoiding the draft. Spock said last
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. Allen Cooper, and Larry Russell, were the administration regards the disnight that he still feels he did nothing H Vrcled-PLresldent fort Stu ent. Affairs among the more than 100 demonstra- ruption of the NROTC class on Oct. 22
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Immerman as a serious and flagrant violation of
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Spoclt hs~ed three reas~ns_ why he pended last Wendesday for their part Field last Tuesday afternoon to par- principles enunciated by both the Re;'
feels ~he V1et Nam w~r IS unmoraL in a demonstration against the Naval ticipate in an NROTC "Watch-In," gents and the faculty which are deH~ beheves .that the Umted States has Reserve Officer T r a in in g Corps with the University's approval.
signed to safeguard the educational
ftnled to abide by the Geneva Accords. (NROTC),
During the demonsJ:tation, Wright process.
Second, he believes that President
In a statement released yesterday was taken into custody briefly by
"The concern for due process is
I(ennedy should have called in the afternoon, Lavender said:
campus police. Wednesday evening, fully shared by the administration,
United Nations in 1960 instead of
"In order that there may be no Wright, Cooper, and Russel were sus- but it is coupled with the concern
sending 20,000 military advisors into question of the infringement of the pended for the remainder of the aca- stated at the ont•set for the protecthe eountry.
right of the three students to due demic year in a joint action by Laven- tion of the academic process and of
FinaUy, Spock said that in 1965 process in the fullest sense, .... I am der, Academic Vice-President Chester any authorized university activity.
when President Johnson can•ied the today lifting their suspensions and Travelstead, and Administrative Vice- Concern for the rights of one indivibombing to the North and escalated shaU prefer charges before the Stu- President Sherman E. Smith.
dual catmot be anowed to obscure conthe wat, he: violated the constitution. dent Standards Con\ntittee with the
In clarifying the administration po- cern for the rights of another or of
"Only Congress can declare war," he recommendation that tltey be sus- sition on the NROTC demonstration, the whole university community," the
said.
pended from the university."
Lavender's statement read:
statement said.

Lavender Revokes Suspensions
Of Three Student Demonstrators

